Validation of research methodology is critical in research design. Correlation between experimental observables must be established before undertaking extensive experiments or propose mechanisms. This article shows that, observables in the popular calcium flux strength assay used in the characterization of sweetener-sweet taste receptor (STR) interaction are uncorrelated. In pursuit to find potential sweeteners and enhancers, calcium flux generated via G-protein coupling for wildtype and mutant receptors expressed on cell surface is measured to identify and localize sweetener binding sites. Results are channeled for sweetener development with direct impact on public health.
Introduction
The sweet taste receptor, binds to small molecule sweeteners and large molecular weight sweet tasting proteins, and elicits sweet taste. It is an important research target, in sweetener development, synergy studies to reduce total amount of sweetener in foods and for health benefits to reduce obesity and diabetes. Tas I genes encode protein sequences for T1R2-T1R3 sweet taste receptor and T1R1-T1R3 umami taste receptor [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Umami taste receptor is responsible for taste of MSG. Many present working hypotheses in the field is derived from concepts in mGluR [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , the best characterized receptor of Class C GPCR. Publications in the field popularly use G-protein generated cell based activity assay to monitor receptor-ligand binding. Experiments involve co-transfection of pairs of wildtype, mutant or chimeric GPCR cDNAs into heterologous cell lines. Activity of the receptor expressed in eukaryotic cells, is monitored by Ca 2+ influx for taste receptors or IP 3 flux for mGluRs. Receptor couple to Gproteins, which effect PLC/PKC levels, causing calcium flux across cell membrane. Data for wild type and mutants are compared and translated to ligand binding or mechanisms [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] .
Increase in calcium flux strength is considered an indicator of enhancer and decreased flux an indicator of loss of ligand-receptor interaction to map binding sites.
The system has three observables (i) EC50 (ii) flux strength and (iii) sweet potency. If researchers base their conclusions on change in flux strength, a correlation must exist between the flux strength and the other variables for meaningful results. If empirical correlations between observables are assumed before start of experiments, generated data must reinforce the assumptions. In studies involving complex systems, it is acceptable at first to derive empirical ! %! correlations that are statistically valid, for guidance to obtain scientific system description.
Empirical correlations, by themselves are strengthened and redefined when experimental data becomes available. Then link between empirical and scientific correlation is explained as a mechanism or pathway. If empirical assumptions are not valid, an alternate methodology is required.
Experimental Procedure
In cell calcium flux assay has three variables, EC50, flux strength and sweet potency. Data published by independent groups in the field was tabulated and analyzed by two methods. First, an XY plot between the variables was generated. Then, three parameter Spearman Rank
Correlation (SRC) test, was performed on the experimentally generated and established data points, to determine correlation between the three variables and the strength of association. An in-house program written in Fortran 77 for data analysis adapting Macklin's method prescribed in 1982 [22] was used for correlation tests. The program established to make prior mathematical calculations for publications was used to generate the correlation coefficients [23, 24] . This brings out interdependencies among variables when more than two variables are present. Table 1 summarizes reported values of sweet potency, EC50 and flux strength for several sweeteners from multiple independent publications. Sweet potency is determined via taste panels. EC50 is the apparent dissociation constant (K d-apparent ). Table 2 .
Results
From the table, we see strong anti-correlation is between EC50 and sweet potency with correlation coefficients of -0.95 and -0.98. For both data sets from Table 1, EC50 is strongly anti-correlated to sweet potency, and not calcium flux strength. Since the strong anti-correlation
is non-linear, as seen from Figure 1 , extreme caution is to be exercised when mutation studies are interpreted for sweetener development.
Research has yielded single point mutants exhibiting decreased receptor activity, without significant change in EC50 for many sweeteners [13, 21] . The third step involves IP 3 binding to the IP 3 receptor and causing calcium influx, which is the change that is measured. The cumulative kinetics of the cell cascade is observed in cell based assays.
Current working concept suggests, increase in secondary structure content for the extracellular domain upon ligand binding, similar to mGluR. However, circular dichroism studies by independent groups show, decrease in secondary structure content on ligand binding [26, 27] IP 3 or calcium fluctuations are the overall non-synchronous out of phase response of an ensemble of cells to the stimuli and mediated by many cellular processes. This is a property of the cell type used in the studies and not a monitor of molecular or conformational mechanism. Attempts to find selective mutations for the sweet panel produce complex effects on most sweeteners [16, 17, 19, 32] . Mutations in domain-interfaces, hinge, or linker regions effect receptor activity.
! *!
Observables at the level of action potential, such as firing rate and inter-burst rates, are known to differentiate between sweeteners [33] . They are independent of stimulus intensity, and possible candidates for alternate measurements. Advances in technology for detection of cell activities, has led to a tremendous increase in use and popularity of cell based assays to probe protein processes. Concepts discussed above, are applicable, whenever, measurement is made on an observable, steps removed from the event of study.
Scarcity of activity curves in publications and activity representation as bar chart is a drawback in the field. This obscures important details to the reader. Take home message is, establishing correlation between observables are crucial in biological assays to establish biophysical parameters of receptors. What more can be done to inform researchers and rectify the issue?
Why did many overlook to establish correlations, role of rate limiting step was excluded is a 
